
XII INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

tensiveness, from the perambulation of a parish to the exploring
of an empire, TRAVELING has become a "universal passion," and

action too. Within a very few years, the interior of every conti

nent of the earth has been surveyed with an intelligence and ac

curacy beyond all example. Who can reflect, for instance, upon
the activity now so vigorously put forth, for introducing European
civilization, the arts of peace, the enjoyment of security, and the

influence of the most benign religion, into the long sealed terri

tories of Central Asia, and not be filled with astonishment and

delightful anticipation? Similar labors are in progress upon

points and in directions innumerable, reaching to the heart of all

the other vast regions of the globe; and the men to whom we

owe so much, and from whom so much more is justly expected,
are geologists, as well as transcendent naturalists in the other

departments. Whoever would run the same career must possess
the same qualifications. Even upon the smallest scale of provincial

traveling for health, business or beneficence, acquaintance with

natural objects opens a thousand means of enjoyment and use

fulness.

The spirit of these reflections bears a peculiar application to

the ministers of the gospel. To the pastors of rural congregations,
no means of recreating and preserving health are comparable to

these and their allied pursuits; and thus, also, in many temporal

respects, they may become benefactors to their neighbors. In

large towns the establishment of libraries, lyceums, botanic

g.rdens, and scientific associations, is rapidly diffusing a taste for

these kinds of knowledge. It would be a perilous state for the

interests of religion, that "precious jewel" whose essential char

acters are "wisdom, knowledge, and joy," if its professional
teachers should be, in this respect, inferior to the young and in

quiring members of their congregations. For those excellent men
who give their lives to the. noblest of labors, a work which would
honor angels, "preaching among the heathen th ursearch.ablo
riches of Christ ;"a competent acquaintance with natural objects, is
of signal importance, for both safety and usefulness. They should
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